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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
In this paper, the following stochastic programming problem with simple 
recourse is considered: 
Inf -Uf(x) + ,&f- g(y+, v-11 3 ’ 
subject to (1) 
Axflyf-Iy-=(, 
XEK; y+,y- 3 0; 5 E (ZF, 4; 
where f, g are extended real-valued convex functions; K is a convex polytope 
n R*; y+, y- E Rm; is an m x 1 random vector defined on a probability space 
(3, 9, F); -4 is an m x rz matrix; I is an m x m identity matrix. 
The equivalent deterministic program [lo] of (1) is 
S{f (-4 + w9, (2) 
where S(x) is the expectation of the 
Inf{g(y+, y-) 1 Iy+ - Iy- = 5 - Ax; y+, y- 3 0; x, f  are given}. 
Define the set D = {a / z = Ax, x E K); then D is a convex polytope in R”‘, 
since K is a convex polytope and A is a linear transformation. The following 
programming problem [1 1, 51 is, therefore, equivalent to (2) in the sense that 
they have the same infimum: 
g;e1c4 + 82W (3) 
where 
and 
Q)(z) = Inf{f(x) 1 Ax = z, .1: E K} 
where 
$A(4 = W&, 01, 
Qa(z, 5) = Inf{g(y+, y-) 1 y+ - y- = 5 - z; y+, y- > 0). 
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It is clear that if g(y+ + dy, J’- + Oy) 3 g(y+, y-) for all nonnegative m x 1 
vectors yf, y-, dy, then Qs(z, 6) = g((f - z)+, (5 - z)-), where (6 - s)j’ = 
max(O, ([ - z)~), ([ - z); = max(O, -([ - z)J, i = I,..., m. For instance, if 
$yJy;J)= Q+Y+ + q-y- with q+ + q- 3 0 [9, 51, then Q&, 5‘) =g((t - z)+, 
Thz properties of problems (2) and (3), such as the continuity, differentiability, 
and convexity of S(X), Qz(z), Q&r; [), and th e f easibility, stability, dualizability 
and solvability of the problems are discussed in detail by Garstka [2, 31, Walkup 
and Wets [S], Wets [9, lo], Williams [II, 121, Ziemba [5], etc. Williams [12], 
using a different approach from Wets’ [lo], obtains relevant results on the solva- 
bility and some interesting economical interpretations of (2) and (3). 
While the differentiability of S(X), Qz(s) has been discussed in [9, 12, 51, the 
properties of directional derivatives of Q&Z) have not been considered. This 
paper presents some results in this respect. Furthermore, the assumption of the 
separability of the penalty and salvage function g( y+, y-) = XL, gi( yi+, yi-) in 
[12, 51 is relaxed. 
Wets [lo] developed a feasible direction-finding algorithm which is the 
modification of the Frank-Wolf algorithm for solving (2). Ziemba [5] also 
provided a feasible direction-finding algorithm based on continuous gradients, 
which is a modification of Zangwill’s Convex Simplex Method [13] and the 
Frank-Wolf algorithm for (3) after a sufficient condition for the continuity of the 
gradient of Q*(s) is given. The algorithm presented in this paper makes use of the 
directional derivative to develop a more feasible direction. This method is more 
general than either of the two algorithms above. Also, a convergence theorem is 
given at the end of this paper. 
Williams [12] provided another type of algorithm for finding the solution of (3). 
His algorithm will reduce the upper bound of the error estimation after each 
iteration and could be terminated if the upper bound of the error estimation is less 
than the preset tolerable level. His method is essentially one of the cases of 
Dantzig’s algorithm [l] for general convex programming. 
2. DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVE OF Q2 
The behavior of the directional derivative of Qr has been discussed in many 
papers [e.g., 4,7]. In this section, only the directional derivative ofQ, is discussed. 
Let h(t) be a measurable extended real-valued function on (3, 9, F). Define 
the Lebesgue integral of h over B by 
s h(E)<0 43 f@ + I,,,,, 43 dF9 
with the convention (+co) + (--co) = + ~0. 
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THEOREM 1. Let h be an extended real-valued function of two variables (t, .$) 
which is dejked on (0, CX] x Z, and which is a measurable function with respect to 
a measure F for each fixed t. If lim,,,, h(t, 5) = h(f) a.e., and for all t we have 
h(t, 5)1 < e(4) a.e., where e(4) is a Lebesgue integrable funcfion on E, then 
lim j h(t, 6) dF = j h(t) dF. t+o+ s E 
Proof. Let (tn} be an arbitrary sequence of real numbers with 0 < t, < a 
and lim,,, t, = 0. If one defines h,(t) = h(t,, , E), then {hn([)} is a sequence of 
measurable functions such that 
I b&3l < e(E) ax. 
and 
!,ii h,(5) = h(t) 2.e. 
By the Lebesgue Convergence Theorem [6], it follows that 
-s limIr,([)dF k n-foci (4) 
Since (4) holds for every sequence {tn} which converges to 0, we have 
The directional 
and defined by 
lim j h(t, 6) dF = j h(t) dF (see Fl). Q.E.D. n+m 3 5 
derivative of Q*(z) along a direction v is denoted by dQ,(z; v) 
ky+ Q& + tv) - Q&4 
t , 
provided the limit exists. The directional derivative of Qs(z, 5) along a direction v 
with respect to z is defined and denoted by 
dQ& 5; 4 = f$$(Q& + tv, 6) - Q&z, 0)/t>, 
provided the limit exists. 
THEOREM 2. Let x E D, and v be a unit vector such that (z + m) E D, for some 
01 > 0. Suppose dQ,(z, 5; v) exists a.e., and 
l(Q& + to, I) - Q&, 0)/f I < 40 a.e. 
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for all t E (0, a], where e(e) is a Lebesgue integrable function on S; then, 
dQ&; 4 = j-/Q&, -5; +4 dF = E[dQ&, if; -41. 
Proof. Define a function h on (0, a] x S by 
W, 6) = (Q& + to, 5) - Q& 0)/t, for each t E (0, a], 
and define 
46, = dQ&, t; 4. 
Then h(t, f) is a measurable function of 5 for each fixed t E (0, a], and 
fiy+ h(t, 0 = &). 
By Theorem 1, we have 
kg j- h(t, I) dF = j” I;(t) dF, 
3 B 
or, equivalently, 
dQk 4 = j, Q& + tw) - Q&J t 
= Fy+j Qsb + % 6) - QS(G 8 dF 
+ s t 
= dQ&, 4; w) dF s 
= ;dQ&, 4; 41. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2, ifQ&, 5) is differentiable 
with respect o x a.e., then Q&z) is differentiable for each x E Int(D). 
Theorem 2 gives sufficient conditions that dQ&; w) exists and Corollary 2.1 
gives sufficient conditions that Qs(z) be differentiable. It is still not easy to find 
conditions for which dQ&, 5; ) w exists or Qs is differentiable with respect to z. 
However, it is possible to derive the sufficient condition that Qa be differen- 
tiable with respect to z in case Q&z, t) = g(([ - z)+, (5‘ - z)-) (see Sect. 1). 
Let z E Int(D). Define 
T,(z) = (5 1 4 E 8, & = q},j = I,..., m, 
and 
T(4 = {E I EeS, fj = zj , for some j = l,..., m>. 
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Then 
T(Z) = fi Tj(Z) and Pr(T(a)) < f Pr(T,(z)). 
+=l j=l 
Note that ifFis absolutely continuous, then Pr(T,(z)) = 0, for eachj = I,..., m. 
Therefore, Pr(T(x)) = 0. If the recourse functiong( yf, y-) is differentiable, then 
Q&, 5) = g((t - 4+, (5 - 4-j is also differentiable with respect to z for all 
5 E B n T(z). This proves the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let g( y+, y-) be d@xentiable, F be absolute[v continuous, and 
where ei([) is a Lebesgue integrable function on 8; then Qe(.z) is diftceentiable on 
Int(D). 
Theorem 3 is equivalent to Ziemba’s theorem 1 [5], but the approach is 
different. 
An example can be cited to illustrate the above results. Let the recourse 
function g(yf, y-) = q+y+ + Q-Y- with q+ + q- > 0 [IO]. Then 
Q3(zv 4) = f j  {4i+(5i - %)+ + 4i-(El - %i)-j. 
i=l 
Bv the linearity of Qa , 
Q& + tz’, 5) - Q&v I) 
t = J$ qi+Z’j + 1 qj-t’j , if 4 E T(Z). 
C,-&O &<O 
Therefore, 
By Theorem 2, it follows that 
dQ&; w) = /- dQ&, 5; 4 dF 
‘-F 
= C qi+Vi + C qi-Z*i . 
C&,0 Ei-&<o 
(5) 
Note that (5) agrees with a result of Wets [lo]. 
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3. ALGORITHM AND A CONVERGENCE THEOREM 
Let Q(z) = Q1(z) + Qe(z); then problem (3) is to find 
(6) 
Many feasible direction-finding methods can be applied to solve (6) provided 
the directional derivative of Q exists. In this section, we shall assume D is 
compact and convex. Therefore, the Inf in (6) b ecomes min. We also shall assume 
that Q is convex with finite directional derivatives. 
DEFINITION 1. A feasible direction at z E D is a direction ZI E R”’ such that 
there exists X > 0 with z + X’v E D for all 0 .< A’ < A. Denote the set of all 
feasible directions at z by S(z). 
The idea behind the method is to generate a sequence of points (91, each 
zk E D, with Q(z”) > Q(z”+l) such that, hopefully, this sequence will converge 
to an optimal solution. The kth iteration of this method can be described as 
follows. 
Step 1. Given a point zk E D, find minWEstz) dQ(z”, v). Let vk be an optimal 
solution. If  dQ(z”; v”) = 0, the problem is solved. If  dQ(z?; v”) < 0, then go to 
Step 2. 
Step 2. Let z++l be an optimal solution of 
min{Q(z) / z == zk + Aok, 0 < X < l}, 
then go to Step 1. 
Since this algorithm includes the special case of finding the decreasing feasible 
direction by the gradient of Q, it includes the methods of Wets [lo] and Ziemba 
PI. 
In general, this method does not always converge to an optimal solution. 
This section provides conditions under which it will converge to an optimal 
solution. 
Since D is compact, the generated sequence (z”) C D has at least one 
accumulation point. Let z* be any accumulation point of {z”}. I f  dQ(z*; v) >, 0 
for all z, E S(z*), then Q has a local minimum at z*, and hence, a global minimum 
at z*. 
THEOREM 4. If the directional derivative of Q, dQ(., .), is corztinuous at z* and 
lim,., dQ(z”; w”) = 0 then dQ(z*; v) > 0 for all v  E S(z*). 
Proof. Suppose the conclusion is not true; i.e., there exists v* E S(z*) such 
that dQ(z*; v*) < 0. By the continuity of dQ at z there exists a closed neigh- 
borhood N(z*) such that dQ(z; v*) < 0 for all z E N(z*) n D. 
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Since D is compact, iV(z*) n D is compact. There exists a constant c > 0 
such that 
dQ(z; v*) < -c for all z E N(z*) n D. (7) 
On the other hand, from the fact that 
there exists ZI E N(z*) n D such that 
dQ(9; v) > dQ(2; v") 
= min dQ(z7; 2.) 
Z.ESlZ’) 
This contradicts (7) and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose dQ is continuous at z* and dQ(z*; hv) = X dQ(z*; v) 
for all scalar A; then z * is an optimal solution. 
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 4 it is sufficient to prove lim,,, dQ(z”; v”) =-: 0. 
Suppose this is not the case; i.e., there exists E > 0 and k, such that dQ(z”; v”) < 
--E for all integers K > k, . 
For each positive integer k, define a real-valued function h, on [0, I] by 
h&T) = (1 - S) dQ(.+ + Sch; v”). 
Then h, is a continuous function on [0, 11 with h,(l) = 0 and h,(O) - 
dQ(9; v”) < --E. Therefore, there exists S, with 0 < S, < 1 such that 
or 
hp(Sp) = ( 1 - S,) dQ(z” + Sk+; v”) =m -(4) 
dQ($ + Sk+‘; v”) = -c/2(1 - &.). 
By the convexity of Q at z, and the definition of zp, we have 
Q(&) - Q(z”“) = Q(z”) - Q(z” + S,o”) + Q(z”’ + &a”) - Q(z7’+l) 
> Q(z”) - Q(z7: + &ok) 
.> dQ(& + S,vk; -Ss,vh) 
= C&/2(1 - S,) 
13 0. 
(8) 
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Since (Q(3)} is a strictly decreasing sequence and D is compact, it follows that 
(Q(3)} is a Cauchy sequence. Therefore 
0 = $m(Q(zk) - Q(z”+‘)) = l$3&./2(1 - Sk)) > 0, 
which implies lim,,, Sk = 0. 
Note that, from (8), we have 
li+li(’ - Sk) dQ(z” + Skvk; v”) = lii(-(e/2)) > --E. 
This inequality contradicts 
$n-$' - Sk) dQ(zk + &vk; v") = k-2 dQ(z'"; v") < --E. 
Therefore, lim,,, dQ(zk; vk) = 0. Q.E.D. 
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